Complaints Received during the month of October, 2020 at PEMRA Complaint Call Center
Sr. No.

Complaint ID

1

113918

Complaint
Sir
https://www.facebook.com/DailyPakistan.OfficialPage/videos/402687164509153/
The following link is the Show of Yasir Shami of Channel Daily Pakistan
In which he inquires about a porn actress MIA khalifa from local public and also gave awareness to people about this actress which is really very bad on moral health of
public and also young minds who are very fan of this channel
So I request you to search out this video and take serious notice

Channel

ARY Digital

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCv7ipJOSpggC1BbLWlffGfQ
ﺍﺱ ﻳﻮﭨﻴﻮﺏ ﺁﺋﯽ ڈی ﺳﮯ ﮐﺌﯽ ﮨﻔﺘﻮں ﺳﮯ ﻧﺒﯽ ﭘﺎک ﺻﻠﯽ ﱣ ﻋﻠﻴہ ﻭﺁﻟہ ﻭﺳﻠﻢ ﮐﻮ ﮔﺎﻟﻴﺎں ﺩی ﺟﺎ ﺭﮨﯽ
ﮨﻴﮟ۔

2

113919

 ﮔﺮﻓﺘﺎﺭ ﮐﻴﺎ ﺟﺎﺋﮯ ﺍﻭﺭ ﺳﺰﺍﺋﮯ ﻣﻮﺕ ﺩی،ﺍﺳﮯ ﺻﺮﻑ ﺑﻼک ﻧہ ﮐﻴﺎ ﺟﺎﺋﮯ ﺑﻠﮑہ ﺍﺱ ﮐﺎ ﭘﻴﭽﻬﺎ ﮐﻴﺎ ﺟﺎﺋﮯ
ﺟﺎﺋﮯ۔

ARY Digital

 ﺭﺳﻮﻝ ﱣ ﺻﻠﯽ ﱣ ﻋﻠﻴہ ﻭﺁﻟہ ﻭﺳﻠﻢ ﮐﯽ ﺧﺎﻁﺮ ﻳہ ﮐﺎﻡ ﻣﻴﮟ ﮐﺮﺩﻭں ﮔﺎ۔ ﺁپ ﺍﭘﻨﯽ ﮐﺮﺳﯽ ﺳﻼﻣﺖ،ﺍﮔﺮ ﺁپ ﻳہ ﺳﺐ ﻧﮩﻴﮟ ﮐﺮﺳﮑﺘﮯ ﻳﺎ ﮐﺮﻧﺎ ﻧﮩﻴﮟ ﭼﺎﮨﺘﮯ ﺗﻮ ﺍﺱ ﮐﺎ ﺍﻳﮉﺭﻳﺲ ﻣﺠﻬﮯ ﺑﻬﻴﺞ ﺩﻳﮟ
ﺭﮐﻬﻴﮟ۔

Dear Pemra,
This is a request to ban Nida Yasir's show.
This isn't the first time she has made indirect fun of a rape victim's parents after asking them sensitive questions such as
Were you able to recognise your daughter?
What were your feelings?
What happened when you first saw her?
3

113921

ARY Digital
Tell me, are these appropirate questions to ask parents who just lost their daughter over rape? That too on live Television. This isn't the first time she has done this. This has
happened on multiple occasions and you have not done anything so far.
Please take notice of this, fine her, make her realize how she has hurt the feelings of the parents and then the people who viewed that video clip.
She is clearly not qualified for Television.
Thanks

ُﺍَﻟ َﺴﻼ ُﻡ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴﻜُﻢ َﻭ َﺭﺣْ َﻤﺔُ ﺍَ ِ َﻭﺑ ََﺮﻛﺎﺗُﻪ

.I am writing to you to lodge a complaint against the TV drama Jalan, aired by ARY digital

4

113922

The drama has raised all the red flags in regards to the gross content shown, tarnishing the pious relationship of a brother-sister in law, total disregard to the islamic rules
.and regulations and utter nonsense displayed by the characters in the play

ARY Digital

It seems that ARY has involved themselves in the thrill of showing dramas on topics that are considered taboo
, on the stake of what - immorality, disrespecting
.relationships, social values and deen / imaan? It is certainly not a thrill to air such nonsense, rather pure rubbish which might cast negative impact on young minds
.I heard, it was banned in Pakistan, but all its episodes are being released on You Tube. I am not sure if it has been resumed in Pakistan
!I am requesting to please take an urgent action against ARY to stop airing this derogative drama

5

113924

6

113958

Dear Pemra,This is to inform you that Drama Jalan showing content that\'s against social and moral ethics of Pakistani society please take action against it and ban it
ASAP.Regards,SY
Pls stop drama jalan because its subject is very harm ful fr the muslim cultur

ARY Digital
ARY Digital

ﺍﻟﺴﻼﻡ ﻭ ﻋﻠﻴﮑﻢ ﻭﺭﺣﻤﺘہ
ﷲ
7

113968

ﻣﻴﮟ ﺁپ ﮐﻮ ﺍﻳﮏ ﺍﮨﻢ ﻣﺴﺌﻠہ ﮐﯽ ﻁﺮﻑ ﻣﺘﻮﺟہ ﮐﺮﻭﺍﻧﺎ ﭼﺎﮨﺘﯽ ﮨﻮں۔ ﮨﻢ ﺍﻳﮏ ﻣﺴﻠﻢ ﻣﻠﮏ ﻣﻴﮟ ﺭﮨﺘﮯ ﮨﻴﮟ ﺟﻮ ﮐہ ﮨﻤﺎﺭے ﻟﺌﮯ ﺑﺎﻋﺚ ﻓﺨﺮ ﮨﮯ۔ ﺍﺱ ﻣﻠﮏ ﮐﻮ ﻻ ﺍﻟہ ﺍﻻ ﷲ ﮐﯽ ﺑﻨﻴﺎﺩ ﭘہ ﺣﺎﺻﻞ ﮐﻴﺎ ﮔﻴﺎ ﺗﻬﺎ۔ ﺁﺝ ﺍﺱ ﻣﻠﮏ ﻣﻴﮟ ﮨﺮ ﻭﻩ
ﺑﺮﺍﺋﯽ ﻋﺎﻡ ﮨﮯ ﺟﺲ ﮐﯽ ﺍﺳﻼﻡ ﻧﮯ ﻣﻤﺎﻧﻌﺖ ﮐﯽ۔۔ ﻣﻴﮟ ﺁپ ﮐﻮ ﺁﺝ ﮐﻞ ﮐﮯ ڈﺭﺍﻣﻮں ﮐﮯ ﺑﺎﺭے ﻣﻴﮟ ﻣﺘﻮﺟہ ﮐﺮﻭﺍﻧﺎ ﭼﺎﮨﺘﯽ ﮨﻮں۔ ﮨﻤﺎﺭے ڈﺭﺍﻣﻮں ﮐﯽ ﮐﮩﺎﻧﻴﺎں ﺑﮩﺖ ﺑﮯ ﺑﻨﻴﺎﺩ ﺍﻭﺭ ﺑﮯ ﻭﻗﻌﺖ ﮨﻮﺗﯽ ﺟﺎﺭﮨﯽ ﮨﻴﮟ۔ "ﺟﻠﻦ" ڈﺭﺍﻣﮯ ﮐﯽ
ﮐﮩﺎﻧﯽ ﺍﻳﮏ ﺑﮩﻦ ﮐﯽ ﻭﻓﺎﺩﺍﺭی ﺳﮯ ﮐﮯ ﮐﮯ ﺩﻭﺳﺮی ﺑﮩﻦ ﮐﯽ ﺍﭘﻨﮯ ﺑﮩﻨﻮﺋﯽ ﭘہ ﻓﺪﺍ ﮨﻮﺟﺎﻧﮯ ﺗﮏ ﮨﯽ ﻣﺤﺪﻭﺩ ﮨﮯ۔ ﮨﻤﺎﺭے ڈﺭﺍﻣﮯ ﻧﻮﺟﻮﺍﻥ ﻧﺴﻞ ﮐﻮ ﺍﺱ ﻗﺪﻡ ﮐﯽ ﺑﻴﮩﻮﺩﻩ ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ ﺩے ﺭﮨﮯ ﮨﻴﮟ۔ ﮐﺴﯽ ﺑﻬﯽ ﻧﺎﺟﺎﺋﺰ ﺑﺎﺕ ﭘہ ﺁﻭﺍﺯ ﺍﭨﻬﺎﻧﺎ ﮨﺮ
ﺷﮩﺮی ﮐﺎ ﺣﻖ ﮨﮯ ﺍﻭﺭ ﺑﺎﺍﺧﺘﻴﺎﺭ ﮐﻮﮔﻮں ﮐﺎ ﻓﺮﺽ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﺍﻳﺴﮯ ﺗﻤﺎﻡ ﻣﺴﺎﺋﻞ ﮐﯽ ﻁﺮﻑ ﺗﻮﺟہ ﺩﻳﮟ ﻧہ ﮐہ ﭼﭗ ﭼﺎپ ﺗﻤﺎﺷہ ﺩﻳﮑﻬﻴﮟ۔۔ ﻣﻴﺮی ﺁپ ﺳﮯ ﺩﺭﺧﻮﺍﺳﺖ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﻭﻳﺴﮯ ﺗﻮ ڈﺭﺍﻣہ ﺍﻧﮉﺳﭩﺮی ﺍﺳﻼﻡ ﻣﻴﮟ ﻣﮑﻤﻞ ﻁﻮﺭ ﭘﺮ ﻧﺎ
ﺟﺎﺋﺰ ﮨﮯ ﻟﻴﮑﻦ ﺍﮔﺮ ﻳہ ﺁﺝ ﮐﯽ ﻧﺴﻞ ﮐﯽ ﺍﺗﻨﯽ ﮨﯽ ﺷﺪﻳﺪ ﺿﺮﻭﺭﺕ ﺑﻦ ﮔﺌﯽ ﮨﮯ ﺗﻮ ﺧﺪﺍﺭﺍ ﺍﺱ ﮐﮯ ﻣﻌﻴﺎﺭ ﮐﻮ ﭘﺮﻭﺍﻥ ﭼﮍﻫﺎﺋﻴﮟ ﻧہ ﮐہ ﺍﺱ ﮐﮯ ﺫﺭﻳﻌﮯ ﻧﺌﯽ ﻧﺴﻞ ﮐﻮ ﺑﻴﮩﻮﺩﮔﯽ ﮐﯽ ﻁﺮﻑ ﺭﺍﻏﺐ ﮐﻴﺎ ﺟﺎﺋﮯ۔ ﺍﻣﻴﺪ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﺁپ ﺍﺱ ﻣﺴﺌﻠہ
ﻓﺘﻨہ ﮐﯽ ﻁﺮﻑ ﺗﻮﺟہ ﺩﻳﮟ ﮔﮯ ﺍﻭﺭ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎﻥ ﺟﺲ ﻣﻘﺼﺪ ﮐﮯ ﻟﻴﮯ ﺑﻨﺎ ﺗﻬﺎ ﺍﺳﮯ ﻭﻩ ﻣﻘﺼﺪ ﻭﺍﭘﺲ ﺩﻻﺋﻴﮟ ﮔﮯ۔
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Complaints Received during the month of October, 2020 at PEMRA Complaint Call Center
Sr. No.

Complaint ID

Complaint

Channel

!ﻣﺤﺘﺮﻡ ﭼﺌﻴﺮﻣﻴﻦ ﭘﻴﻤﺮﺍ
ﺁﭘﮑﯽ ﺗﻮﺟہ ﺣﺎﻟﻴہ ﺩﻧﻮں ﻣﻴﮟ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﭨﯽ ﻭی ﭼﻴﻨﻠﺰ ﭘﺮ ﭼﻠﻨﮯ ﻭﺍﻟﮯ ڈﺭﺍﻣﻮں ﮐﯽ ﺟﺎﻧﺐ ﺩﻻﻧﺎ ﭼﺎﮨﺘﯽ
ﮨﻮں۔
ﺁﺟﮑﻞ ﺗﻘﺮﻳﺒﺎ ً ﮨﺮ ﭼﻴﻨﻞ ﭘﺮ ﺍﻳﺴﮯ ڈﺭﺍﻣﮯ ﻧﺸﺮ ﮐﺌﻴﮯ ﺟﺎﺭﮨﮯ ﮨﻴﮟ ﺟﻮ ﻧہ ﺻﺮﻑ ﮨﻤﺎﺭی ﺩﻳﻨﯽ ﺍﻭﺭ ﻣﻌﺎﺷﺮﺗﯽ ﺍﻗﺪﺍﺭ ﮐﯽ ﺧﻼﻑ ﻭﺭﺯی ﮐﺮﺗﮯ ﮨﻴﮟ ﺑﻠﮑہ ﭘﻴﻤﺮﺍ ﺿﺎﺑﻄہ ﺍﺧﻼﻕ ﮐﯽ ﺑﻬﯽ ﺧﻼﻑ ﻭﺭﺯی ﮨﮯ۔۔
8

113969

ﺍﻳﺴﮯ ﺍﺧﻼﻕ ﺑﺎﺧﺘہ ڈﺭﺍﻣﻮں ﮐﮯ ﺫﺭﻳﻌﮯ ﺑﮯ ﺭﺍﻩ ﺭﻭی ﭘﺮ ﻣﺒﻨﯽ ﺷﺮﻣﻨﺎک ﮐﮩﺎﻧﻴﻮں ﮐﻮ ﭘﺮﮐﺸﺶ ﺍﻧﺪﺍﺯ ﻣﻴﮟ ﭘﻴﺶ ﮐﺮ ﮐﮯ ﻣﻘﺪﺱ ﺭﺷﺘﻮں ﮐﯽ ﺣﺮﻣﺖ ﮐﻮ ﭘﺎﻣﺎﻝ ﮐﻴﺎ ﺟﺎﺭﮨﺎ ﮨﮯ
۔۔

ARY Digital

ﮔﺰﺷﺘہ ﺩﻧﻮں ﺑﻬﯽ ﺍﻳﺴﮯ ﮐﺌﯽ ڈﺭﺍﻣﮯ ﻧﺸﺮ ﮐﺌﻴﮯ ﮔﺌﮯ ﺍﻭﺭ ﺣﺎﻟﻴہ ﺩﻧﻮں ﻣﻴﮟ ڈﺭﺍﻣہ ﺟﻠﻦ ﻧﺸﺮ ﮐﻴﺎ ﺟﺎ ﺭﮨﺎ
ﮨﮯ۔
ﮨﻢ ﻣﻄﺎﻟﺒہ ﮐﺮﺗﮯ ﮨﻴﮟ ﮐہ ﭘﻴﻤﺮﺍ ﺍﺳﮑﺎ ﻓﻮﺭی ﻧﻮﭨﺲ ﻟﮯ ﺍﻭﺭ ﺁﻧﮯ ﻭﺍﻟﮯ ﺩﻧﻮں ﻣﻴﮟ ﺑﻬﯽ ﺍﺱ ﻗﺴﻢ ﮐﯽ ﮐﮩﺎﻧﻴﻮں ﮐﻮ ﻧﺸﺮ ﻧہ ﮐﻴﺎ
ﺟﺎﺋﮯ۔۔

Dear concerned officer,

9

113982

This is in relation to the show named 'Good Morning Pakistan' hosted by Ms. Nida Yasir on ARY Digital on September 09, 2020. In this particular episode, she invited a
5yr old deceased girl Marwah (who was kidnapped, raped and then brutally killed)'s parents on her show and asked them very insensitive questions regarding the whole
incident.

ARY Digital

It was clearly visible in the show that the parents of the deceased girl were already in grief, however, she continued to ask them insensitive questions.
It is kindly requested to take severe action against the host, channel and the show as this is a clear violation of PEMRA's Code of Conduct and PEMRA Laws.

Dear concerned officer,

10

113987

This is in relation to the show named 'Good Morning Pakistan' hosted by Ms. Nida Yasir on ARY Digital on September 09, 2020. In this particular episode, she invited a
5yr old deceased girl Marwah (who was kidnapped, raped and then brutally killed)'s parents on her show and asked them very insensitive questions regarding the whole
incident.

ARY Digital

It was clearly visible in the show that the parents of the deceased girl were already in grief, however, she continued to ask them insensitive questions.
It is kindly requested to take severe action against the host, channel and the show as this is a clear violation of PEMRA's Code of Conduct and PEMRA Laws.

11

113988

Aslama o alaikum sir mera name yasir hain or meri complain hain in chanals k khilaf
Grand tv
Ib tv
Cine max
Gr8 tv
Ei tv
Raftar europe
Eye tv
Premium tv uk
Focus tv
Ye sary chanals pora din gandi gandi advertisement detain hain creams k bary me like( wimak ) largo cream or pienus ki fhoto k sath ye kya chal rha hai pakistan me

ARY Digital

Subject: Ban Drama Churail for Vulgar dailogue

12

113992

Asalamaualaikum. Pemra is trusted by all of us. We believe they are doing there good job And responsibility. But new Drama Churail has been Vulgar in all sense. Our TV
channels are watched by ladies, kids and Children's of all ages. We are Islamic country and all of your family members also watch TV. They used the sentence, " I gave
handjobs to my boss twice for a months and then married him". This is not acceptable by all means. May ban these kind of shows and fine them. It's for the sake of ours and
yours families.
I will be very kind of your works.

ARY Digital

Subject: Complaint Against Web Series named "Churails"
13

113993

Dear Concern,

ARY Digital

Kindly look into the matter as the above mentioned Web series recent episode (Season 01, Episode 08) released on 11th of August, 2020 is full of pornographical, unethical
and some unacceptable wordings which by any means did not represent our culture nor our religion. Therefore I am requesting to take strict action against the producer,
director and actors performing such cheap characters and ban the series for airing.
Subject: Complain r regarding vulgur dialogue
Respected PEMRA Authority
14

113995

Ban this ZEE5 productions tv series CHURAILS to on air which uses vulgur and nude dialogues, harmful to our society and norms.

ARY Digital

Take strict action against the responsible persons and ban this channel.
Thanks

Hello,
15

114003

This is to take under your attentions that please take a closer look at ARY DIGITAL DRAMAS (Jalan, Nend etc...).

ARY Digital

They are totally distroying, disturbing and injecting negativity in our family systems.

16

113932

Subject: COMPLAINT REGARDING NIDA YASI MORNING SHOWSir/Madam,Nida Yasir and her team aired a morning show in which they invited parents of Marwah
and asked detailed questions about the incident. This was extremely unethical and wrong coverage of such a sensitive issue. This is not the first time something like this ARY Digital, ARY Musik, ARY News
happened on the show. Kindly take action against it
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Complaint
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Dear Sir/Madam,
This is to bring it your knowledge that ARY has just now broadcasted a report on seasonal flu and in that report, they have used the Indian version of the Pakistan's
geographical map instead of official and political map issued by the government.
17

113989

ARY News
I would request the honorable PEMRA to take necessary action such a gross negligence or malicious act. I am sharing the screenshot taken while playing the video from
their Facebook page as the evidence of this.

18

113991

19

114017

I look forward to see PEMRA taking their actions against this.
11th Hour With Waseem BadamiAssalamualaikum!! Guzarish yeh thi k please Ary News ka show 11th Hour band Kar dejiye. Kyun k is se intishar phelta hai. We don\'t
want to watch these types of shows. Please!!! It\'s a humble request.

ARY News

Assalamualaikum!!
ARY News
Guzarish yeh thi k please Ary News ka show 11th Hour band Kar dejiye. Kyun k is se intishar phelta hai. We don't want to watch these types of shows. Please!!! It's a
humble request

ﻣﺤﺘﺮﻡ ﭼﺌﻴﺮﻣﻴﻦ
ﭘﻴﻤﺮﺍ
ﺍﻟﺴﻼﻡ
ﻋﻠﻴﻜﻢ
20

113985

 ﮨﻤﺎﺭﺍ ﻣﻠﮏ ﺍﺳﻼﻣﯽ ﺟﻤﮩﻮﺭﻳہ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎﻥ ﮐﮯ ﻧﺎﻡ ﭘﺮ ﺣﺎﺻﻞ ﮐﻴﺎ ﮔﻴﺎ ﺗﻬﺎ ﮐہ ﺟﮩﺎں ﮨﻢ ﺁﺯﺍﺩی ﮐﮯ ﺳﺎﺗﻬ.ﻣﻴﮟ ﺁپ ﮐﯽ ﺗﻮﺟہ ﭨﯽ ﻭی ﭘﺮ ﭘﻴﺶ ﮐﺌﮯ ﺟﺎﻧﮯ ﻭﺍﻟﮯ ﭘﺮﻭﮔﺮﺍﻣﺰ ﺧﺎﺹ ﻁﻮﺭ ﭘﺮ ڈﺭﺍﻣﻮں ﮐﯽ ﻁﺮﻑ ﻣﺒﺬﻭﻝ ﮐﺮﻭﺍﻧﺎ ﭼﺎﮨﺘﯽ ﮨﻮں
 ﮐﮩﻴﮟ، ﺗﻘﺮﻳﺒﺎ ً ﮨﺮ ﭼﻴﻨﻞ ﮐﮯ ڈﺭﺍﻣﻮں ﮐﺎ ﺍﻳﮏ ﮨﯽ ﻣﻮﺿﻮﻉ ﮨﮯ.ﺍﭘﻨﯽ ﺍﻗﺪﺍﺭ ﻭ ﺭﻭﺍﻳﺎﺕ ﮐﻮ ﻣﻠﺤﻮﻅ ﺭﮐﻬ ﺳﮑﻴﮟ ﻟﻴﮑﻦ ﺍﻓﺴﻮﺱ ﮐہ ﭨﯽ ﻭی ڈﺭﺍﻣﻮں ﻧﮯ ﮨﻤﺎﺭی ﺍﺳﻼﻣﯽ ﺍﻗﺪﺍﺭ ﻭ ﺭﻭﺍﻳﺎﺕ ﮐﻮ ﭘﺎﻣﺎﻝ ﮐﺮﻧﮯ ﻣﻴﮟ ﮐﻮﺋﯽ ﮐﺴﺮ ﻧﮩﻴﮟ ﭼﻬﻮڑی
 ﻁﻼﻕ ﺟﻴﺴﮯ ﻧﺎﭘﺴﻨﺪﻳﺪﻩ ﮐﺎﻡ ﮐﻮ ﺍﻳﺴﮯ ﺳﮩﻞ ﺍﻧﺪﺍﺯ ﻣﻴﮟ ﭘﻴﺶ ﮐﻴﺎ ﺟﺎﺗﺎ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﺟﻴﺴﮯ ﻳہ ﮐﻮﺋﯽ ﺑﮩﺖ ﻣﻌﻤﻮﻟﯽ ﮐﺎﻡ ﮨﮯ ﺍﻭﺭ ﻧﮑﺎﺡ ﮐﻮ ﻣﺬﺍﻕ ﺑﻨﺎ ﺩﻳﺎ ﮔﻴﺎ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﺟﺐ.ﺑﮩﻨﻮﺋﯽ ﺳﺎﻟﯽ ﮐﺎ ﺑﮯ ﮨﻮﺩﻩ ﺗﻌﻠﻖ ﺗﻮ ﮐﮩﻴﮟ ﺑﺎﺕ ﺑﺎﺕ ﭘﺮ ﻁﻼﻕ ﮐﯽ ﺑﺎﺕ
 ﭘﮩﻠﮯ ﺑﻬﯽ ﺗﻮ ﻣﻌﻴﺎﺭی ڈﺭﺍﻣﮯ ﺑﻨﺘﮯ ﺭﮨﮯ ﮨﻴﮟ ﺟﻮ ﺗﻤﺎﻡ. ﺍﻥ ڈﺭﺍﻣﻮں ﺳﮯ ﺁﺧﺮ ﻧﻮﺟﻮﺍﻥ ﻧﺴﻞ ﮐﻮ ﮐﻴﺎ ﺗﺮﺑﻴﺖ ﺩی ﺟﺎﺭﮨﯽ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﭘﺎﮐﻴﺰﻩ ﺭﺷﺘﻮں ﮐﺎ ﮐﻮﺋﯽ ﺍﺣﺘﺮﺍﻡ ﺑﺎﻗﯽ ﻧﮩﻴﮟ ﺭﮨﺎ.ﭼﺎﮨﺎ ﻧﮑﺎﺡ ﮐﺮ ﻟﻴﺎ ﺍﻭﺭ ﺟﺐ ﭼﺎﮨﺎ ﻁﻼﻕ ﺩے ﺩی
 ﻣﻌﺎﺷﺮے ﮐﮯ ﺑﮕﺎڑ ﮐﮯ ﺫﻣہ ﺩﺍﺭ ﺑﻦ ﺭﮨﮯ ﮨﻴﮟ ﺍﻭﺭ ﺍﮔﺮ ﺁپ ﻧﮯ ﺍﻥ ﮐﻮ ﭘﺎﺑﻨﺪ ﻧہ ﮐﻴﺎ ﺗﻮ ﺁﺧﺮﺕ ﻣﻴﮟ، ﻟﻴﮑﻦ ﺍﺏ ﺗﻮ ﻭﻩ ﻣﻌﻴﺎﺭ ﮨﯽ ﻧﮩﻴﮟ ﺭﮨﺎ ﺍﻭﺭ ﻳہ ڈﺭﺍﻣﮯ ﺑﺠﺎﺋﮯ ﺍﺻﻼﺡ ﮐﮯ،ﺧﺎﻧﺪﺍﻥ ﮐﮯ ﺳﺎﺗﻬ ﺑﻴﭩﻬ ﮐﺮ ﺩﻳﮑﻬﮯ ﺟﺎ ﺳﮑﺘﮯ ﺗﻬﮯ
! ﺷﮑﺮﻳہ. ﻟﮩٰ ﺬﺍ ﺁپ ﺳﮯ ﮔﺰﺍﺭﺵ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﺍﻳﺴﮯ ﺗﻤﺎﻡ ڈﺭﺍﻣﻮں ﭘﺮ ﭘﺎﺑﻨﺪی ﻋﺎﺋﺪ ﮐﯽ ﺟﺎﺋﮯ ﺟﻮ ﻣﻌﺎﺷﺮے ﮐﮯ ﺑﮕﺎڑ ﮐﺎ ﺳﺒﺐ ﺑﻦ ﺭﮨﮯ ﮨﻴﮟ،ﺁپ ﺳﮯ ﺑﻬﯽ ﭘﻮﭼﻬ ﮨﻮ ﮔﯽ

Zindagi, Express Ent., Film World, HU

18th September, 2020
Mr. Muhammad Saleem
Chairman,
Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority,
PEMRA Headquarters,
Mauve Area, Sector G-8/1,
Islamabad

SUBJECT: SEEKING PROHIBITORY ORDER AND SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF LICENSE OF BROADCASTER M/S. LABBAIK (PVT.) LTD
(OPERATING BOL NEWS), UNDER SECTIONS 27 AND 30, PEMRA ORDINANCE, 2002, FOR PASSING MYSOGINISTIC, OBSCENE, VULGAR AND
OFFENSIVE COMMENTS AGAINST WOMEN IN ITS PROGRAMME
21

113920

Bol News

1. Description of the complainant
2. M/s Labbaik (Pvt.) Ltd., through its TV Channel, namely Bol News, broadcasted a program, namely “Aisay Nahi Chalay Ga” on 14.09.2020, wherein the Programme
Anchor Dr. Fiza Akbar Khan along with her guest Khalil ur Rehman Qamar passed following obscene, vulgar, offensive and misogynistic comments against women and
comparing women protest with Terrorism and also used wrong language against women protesting.
3. In view of the aforementioned comment M/s Labbaik (Pvt.) Ltd., operating Bol News, has acted in blatant violation of Code 3(e), (f), (h), 4(c), 4(10), 13, 19, 23 and 24
of the Electronic Media (Programme and Advertisements) Code of Conduct, 2015.
4. In view of the above stated facts and violation of the PEMRA laws and Electronic Media (Programme and Advertisements) Code of Conduct, 2015, it is warranted that
strict action should be taken against the Broadcaster namely, M/s Labbaik (Pvt.) Ltd., operating Bol News, and in this regard, we would kindly request that a prohibitory
order under Section 27, PEMRA Ordinance, 2002, may be passed against M/s Labbaik (Pvt.) Ltd., operating Bol News, prohibiting Bol News from airing hate speech and
passing obscene, vulgar, offensive and misogynistic comments against women and from committing any violation of the above quoted provisions of the PEMRA laws and
code of conduct. Furthermore, proceedings may be initiated against M/s Labbaik (Pvt.) Ltd., operating Bol News, under Section 30, PEMRA Ordinance, 2002, for the
I was watching TV on October 2, 2020 with my children and family around 8pm which is considered a prime time for TV channels. I casually switched to BOL
Entertainment channel where a segment Whisper Challenge of Program "Khush Raho Pakistan" was running. Suddenly a participant said a highly abusive word "BehnChod" while guessing the word, they tried to cover this up but failed. I got too embarrassed in front of my family and children. Is this the media of Islamic Republic of
Pakistan? Is this what we are teaching to our next generation in the name of entertainment ? PEMRA should take action against the Program Host Faisal Qureshi and BOL
Entertainment management and this show should be banned immediately.
Proof of abusive language at 11:47 https://youtu.be/jE2m3aO2Qzs

22

113967

Bol News

23

114005

An article published in the DAWN entitled "TickTok ban" (https://www.dawn.com/news/1584438/tiktok-ban) is based only on the biased opinion with antistate remarks.
The article is based on the prejudice and hypocrite. Please take a notice of this self-justified article. The quality of DAWN's articles is plummeting day by day.

Bol News

24

114013

Bol News

25

114018

Subject: Bol TV Channel Adult ProgramKinly check this videoAise programs ko kindly banned kr den family k samne ye dekhne wale hen ya hamara mazhab Islam is ki
ijazat deta he? Dress dekhen ap is host ka, video ki mb exceed hone ki waja se send nahi ho rahi screenshot send kr raha hun kindly notice lijiye ga, emil
Subject: TV Game ShowHi i want to complain about Faisal Qureshi\'s game show on Bol TV named \'Khush Raho Pakistan\'.This programme is totally spreading rubbish
across homes in Pakistan,Unethical language is being used,Participants dresses are not acceptable in a Muslim country which doesn\'t match our culture and values,Hareem
Shah been invited as as guest in the programme which is totally unacceptable for us to be televised on our TV screens,Its my request to ban this programme which is totally
destroying our culture and values,ThanksSent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.

Bol News

Subject: Against bol entertainment channel’s shows
26

114027

Aoa sir or mam!
I want to tell u something please take serious action on bol enterntainment channel’s shows,they spearding vulgarity, in every show happening mujras and dirt.The new
generation also had vulgar effect.Sir this is Pakistan and I am also Pakistani and muslim,as a muslim saying that please take serious action and ban these type of shows.Sir
please kindly.Thank you!
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Bol News

Complaints Received during the month of October, 2020 at PEMRA Complaint Call Center
Sr. No.

Complaint ID

Complaint

Channel

Subject: Objections on TV Commercial

27

114028

Dear Authority,
We are living in Islamic state. But now days we are seeing some immoral and unethical TV commercial on different channels.As Muslims it is against our
Islamic values in which women showing their body for sale promotions. Following are some commercial add which effects our generation strongly.
1- Coca cola add
2- Gala biscuit add
3- Lux soap add
We request you to take strong action against them as per PEMRA laws.

Bol News

Thanks.

Subject: Resumption of 24 News

28

114026

Dear Sir:
It is my humble request; please make a resumption of 24 News Channel.

Channel 24

Thank you

Subject: COMLAINT AGAINST M/S DUNIA NEWS CHANNAL ON AIRING FALS / BASELESS NEWS
29

113960

30

113974

31

113930

32
33

113972
113984

34

113996

Dunya TV News

-Best Regards
Plz stop Lux Advertisement, Plz stop Lux Advertisement
R/Sir,
I have noticed a world map shown in drama serial Uraan which is being played on Geo, shows Kashmir as part of India which is totally illegal for us. Kindly check this
matter and make sure it will not repeat again.
Thanks
is drama ma mann apny baty sy batt karti hy to wo un ko chanta laga daata hy ya ap ky dika rahy hin please take action, banthis dram
vulgar adds lik lux,veet,burger paint ,tarang,ect please take action, stop thi

AoA
Dear Sir/Madam!
Geo TV ke Drama"Razze Ulfat" ki ABI Jo 3 4 Dinner Qabel Episodee lgge us me 1 Medam tambako Noshii krti Nzer Araen thin Sarre Amm Jo Asolo Zawwabet ke bilkul
Ainn munafi or galet he jis SE Samaeen per bht Galett Asser prta lihaza us per Action liya jaee
Shukriya ✋

Dunya TV News

Geo Ent.

Geo Ent.
Geo Ent.

Geo Ent.

Subject: Drama Serial Muqaddar On Geo Tv

35

114002

Assalam o Alaikum!
It is very kindly stated that a drama serial named MUQADDAR on GEO Entertainment, starring Faisal Qureshi & Madiha Imam is showing a relationship which is Haram
in Islam.
Faisal Qureshi's first wife has a son from his first husband & this son is going to be married with the daughter of Faisal Qureshi and this wife.
This is insane, they both are siblings, they are from one mother!
What is the Pemra doing!
This was really bothering me.
Kindly look into the matter as soon as possible.

Geo Ent.

Subject: Drama Serial (UMEED) || GEO TV
While I was eating my dinner at the table with my mother and‘SHE’ was watching the drama serial on GEO so-called “umeed”. An actor playing the role of a son(who
smacked her MOTHER) in a ‘wrangle’
()ﺟﻬﮕﮍﺍ

36

114011

Words can’t describe how I feel about this, their argument and words came as a complete shock to both me and my mother
. I was shamefaced and was waiting for the land
to explode but WHY...
WHY DIDN’T IT HAPPEN? Why didn’t it explode on the scene? At the time it was being recorded? The time when the writers making the story who have the mind of their
own? Why and how no one stopped them? There’s a number of people at the time of recording. AGREED that it was just a role-play! This is what drama makers are setting
an example for the youth of this nationhood? Do we have to remind ourselves that we live in a country that came into being in the name of ISLAM
- Islamic Republic of
Pakistan?
HOW SHAMEFUL IS THIS? Does the regulatory authority ‘PEMRA’ know the consequences of these shameful scenes? YES! Each one of us knows what the
consequences are. Wasn’t the recent incident that happened was enough for all the people of this nation
?
Don’t we know the value and importance of a“MOTHER?”

Geo Ent.

-Islam illustrates the position of the mother. Allah’s Messenger (SAW) says,
“Heaven lies beneath the feet of mothers?”
"We have enjoined on man kindness to his parents; in pain did his mother bear him, and in pain did she give him birth" (46:15).
Kindly have a look at the video attached below and make your own verdict on this
.
37

114035

38

113961

In this program some words using in this program which is against our culture and morality please take action, N
Complaint against GNN

I find that dress against the basic moral values & common code of norms of Pakistan. I am registering my complaint against this channel, GNN News, and this news anchor
for choosing this inappropriate dress. That shouldn't be screened on national TV .
Look at this matter on a priority basis.
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GNN News

Complaints Received during the month of October, 2020 at PEMRA Complaint Call Center
Sr. No.

Complaint ID

Complaint

Channel

Subject: Complaint about inappropriate dress of GNN Anchor
Assalam o Alaikum
39

113962

I find that dress against the basic moral values & common code of norms of Pakistan. I am registering my complaint against this channel, GNN News, and this news anchor
for choosing this inappropriate immoral dress. That shouldn't be screened on national TV.
Strong action must be taken against both anchor and GNN news channel

GNN News

Subject: Ban GNN News and Its Anchor
40

113964

I find that dress against the basic moral values & common code of norms of Pakistan. I am registering my complaint against this channel, GNN News, and this news anchor
for choosing this inappropriate dress. That shouldn't be screened on national TV.
#shameongnnnews

GNN News

Subject: Immodesty on GNN news channal
41

113965

Report PEMRA I find dress of newscaster against the basic moral values & common code of norms of Pakistan. I am registering my complaint against this channel, GNN
News, and this news anchor for choosing this inappropriate dress. That shouldn't be screened on national TV.
#shameongnnnews

GNN News

Subject: Complaint against TV anchors dresses

42

113963

I found that dress against the basic moral values & common code of norms of Pakistan. I am registering my complaint against this channel, GNN News, and this news
anchor for choosing this inappropriate dress. That shouldn't be screened on national TV.

GNN News, GTV

Thanks & regards

43

113942

Please stop more PMS about breast Cancer which is expose our society, NIL

HUM TV

Subject: Complain against running of ads by cable operators.
44

113951

Cable operators in my area, tehsil Chishtian, district bahawalnagar, are running numerous local ads on certain channels. For details please see attached photo of HUM tv.
Please take action against them

HUM TV

Subject: Restrict unethical and immoral content in drama"Ghisi Pitti Mobabbat" being telecast on ARY Digital

45

114015

You need to take quick and prompt action regarding the telecast of the above-mentioned drama serial which continuously shows unethical and slang language also presents
the chapters of marriages in a very informal way. the unstable mind can go very easily in the wrong directions. characters in drama treating the marriages as a joke which is
contrary to social moral and religious ethics. you are therefore requested to review the content of the drama and take appropriate actions.

HUM TV

thanks

Subject: Complaint against Muhammad Malik (hum tv)
Dear sir/madam,
46

114030

47

113928

Today, on 26th October 2020, it was third consecutive program of Muhammad Malick on Hum TV where he malafidely targeted Justice Qazi Faez Isa, Judge Supreme
Court of Pakistan. Today he went a step further by declaring the honourable Judge as disputed Judge. Pemra and HUM TV has failed to stopped the tainted program
wherein a Supreme Court Judge is malafidely maligned.
This is a complaint against aforementioned channel and anchor person. If Pemra failed to take strict action, then a Writ Petition will be filed against Pemra on behalf of
bar association for their glaring failure to stop and penalize this maligned program against an honourable Judge.
Administration and some reporting staff Blackmailing me from different angle so please take action, Please take actio

HUM TV

K-2

Subject: Adult TV commercials on "Public TV"
Dear Regulator
48

113950

Public News
This is Islami Jamhoriya Pakistan and it should not be acceptable an adult advertisement like shape up breast enhancements cream commercial showing on news channels
like public TV.

49

114036

50

113977

Please do the needful actions against them for showing such vulgar commercials.
Samaa Tv representative harassment's me and Black mailing me Imran Asif Niazi whi is asking for fake new and illega activites pleae take action against this person and
samaa TV, NIl
Gr8 Tv news director took security worth 50 thousand for representation which hasn't been given back, please take necessary actio
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